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Students put phone
registration on hold
by Eddie Gorak
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students are not taking advantage
of the university's new telephone
registration system~ registration
officials say.
The problem with the system is the
lack of student participation. Nearly
60 percent of the student body who
have registered for the summer
semester have done s~ by phone, but
systems analyst
P.G. Bowser,
. wonders about the other 40 percent.
"A lot of students do not know that
telephone registration exists. This is
our biggest problem at this point. The
system is running smoothly, we just
need the students to stop being so
apprehensive about it."
The new system em~bles the
student to register by phone and
according to Dan Chapman, UCF's
registrar, · the system is saving
students the long drive out to campus
just to register.
"Often the case was that the
stud~nt would have to drive all the
way out here just to register. Our
niain goal with the Touch-Tone
System is to save the students the
money of making an extra trip out
here."
Since March 4, UCF has been only
the third university in the nation and
the first in the state to have a Touch-

"A lot of students
oo not know that
·telephone
registration exists."

Registrars office

·P.G. Bowser,
systems analyst ·

Admissions office

Tone registration system operational.
"Without a doubt, we are the
pioneering college in the state,'' said
Bernard L. Slessinger, supervisor of
data control. "Sure, we are going to
have some problems with this
system. We're going to need students
to throw rocks at it.sn we can find out
what needs 1mprovement and how to
to fine tune it."
All that a student needs to register
by phone is a Touch-Tone phone and
the directions that are found in the'
Summer Class Schedule.
Bowser said he feels that the true
test will be in the fall semester when
over 15,000 students are eligible for
registration. He added that the
success of the system will depend
upon wc:>rd of mouth by satisfied
students.

·~--------' First floor - - - - - - - -..
. Administration Building

Reflection pond

•

Chapman explained that the TouchTone Registration System was set up
to save the student's m~ney and feels
that nearly 80 percent of the students
using the service will not have to
make long distance calls.
"We have already gone over
$100,000 jus~ for the hardware,"

Chapman said. "I have been working
with the State Communication
Department and AT&T to establish a
cheap toll line for students who live
outside the local area. I do not want a
big bill for the student, nor do I want
the university to . cover a i900'
number. The dollars are simply not in
my budget.''

Study says videos
promoting violence
Stan Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

CANYON, TX ·- Music
videos can desensitize college
students to violence, a survey
of 700 midwestern collegians
has found.
. The study, released last
week by assistant professor.
Sharaf Rehman of West
Texas State, found that after
viewing music videos for a
while, students become less
capable of perce1vmg
increasing levels of violence in
vid~ms done by performers
they like, and that women
students in his study tended
to.view themselves as victims
The area around the relfecting pond becomes a popular place every spring to meet of violence.
friends, eat-lunch or just study between classes.
They're not the only ones
disturbed. A growing body of

PTLY CLDY.
High 79 low 59

• Yes, yes, we can sense a
glorious weekend for
Cocoa Beach's Easter Surfing Festival. We sense partly
skies cloudy with a chance
of afternoon showers. We
sense...aackk, we sense our
skin peeling from Spring
·Break.

--:.L..-..1 ~""'br r~earch seems to
be supportmg contem;1Vn,..,.
that music videos often are
unduly violent or sexual:
''I think the coupling of
violence and sexual imagery
is troubling," University of
Georgia media researcher
Joseph Dominick said.
Dominick and colleague
Barry Sherman recently
studied 165 "concept" -music
videos shown on MTV and
two other stations that
feature music videos, WNBC
and WTBS, and found about
55 percent of the videos
featured at least one violent
episode.
The video violence ranks
second . only to prime-time
network t~levision which,

SEE VIOLENCE, PAGE 5
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•

I

Come ·and experience the woodsy ·c harm.

-

Sales an·d Model Center located One Mile ·North on
.
Alafaya Trail from Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trait'
-OPEN 7 DAYS I BROKERS. WELCOME

•

· Affordable prices start in the low 50's

•

CALL 275-9100

2 & 3 Bedroom rentals
available while they last

Pri_c es Include: Washer, Dryer, Mini-Blinds,
Refrigerator and Dishwa~her. Ceiling Fan.

•

SUPPORTS WIN_N INt; BASl:DALU
U.C.F.·Vs. OHIO STATE
. Friday Night (MARCH 28)

.
.

.

· Opening ceremonies sponsored by
SHERWOD FOREST .

•

Fraternity and Sorority Shoe Scramble
Winning Greek Club gets
oNE FREE KEG of BEER!
•

,-. ,•J

,..l...L . t '"'

·student.Government Election 1986
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
"

Candidates ready for election
Smith/Cady plan for more PR for UCF
"It is
"We want to bring some reality
back to student government," not our
said Ira Smith, student govern- place to
fund ·
ment presidential candidate.
Smith and running mate Steve extendCady are both senior finance ma- ed
jors who say they want to make library ·
Orlando a college town. Their hours,
platform emphasizes getting stu- but I
dent government involved with ·would
the community. Smith said that like to
the University's attitude has see
been that the community should that,'' '
come to us, but we need to go to Smith ---,r-a_.S.....m-it_h_ __
said.
them.
Once we get support in the com- · "Student government could
munity, then we can get support possibly pay for extended help.''
"The SEPS program is a worin Tallahassee to help the University, said Smith. It will also help thwhile investment, but could be
us to reach the commuter improved," Smith said. "We need
students. We can't let the com- , to increase the number of
muter school excuse keep us from students on patrol and their
patrol area."
getting involved .
"We should continue to fund
Some of the "realistic; goals"
that Smith and Cady have set for club sports until alternate funthemselves involve extended ding is found," Smith said. The
hours at the library, increased athletic fund will not allow funresponsibilities for the Student ding for~ sports.
Smith and Cady aj.so expressed
Escort Patrol Service and conthe need for mo~e programming
tinuation of club sports.

to tie
students to
cam pus.
Although
Smith
and
Cady
could
graduate
before
Steve Cady
the end
r
of the year, they say they want to
accomplish some things on this
campus.
. Smith has served in all three
branches of Student Government.
He was a member of the 16th Student Senate, Judicial Advisor
from 1984 to 1985 and is presently serving as Attorney General.
Cady was a member of the 15th
and 16th Student Senates, was on
the President's Leadership Council for 2 years and a meinber of
the Orientation Team for three
years.

Deitz/Schmidt for all students as a whole
•

.

.
•

"We will see that Activity and Service fee
money is utilized for
events that benefit the
entire student body,"
.said William Dietz and
Cindy Schmidt, candidates for Student
Government president
and vice-president.
Dietz, a senior in
political science and
Schmidt, an allied legal
services junior emWilliam Dietz
phasize
providing
benefits for the students as a whole in their platform.
"I feel that we have the most ambitious
platform," Dietz·said. The Dietz/Schmidt platform
calls for expansion of the book exchange, providing
concerts for students at discounted rates and reducing Activity and Service fee money to special interest groups.
Dietz and Schmidt feel that the addition of a computer accounting system would greatly improve the
book exchange. The book exchange provides an
alternative market for used textbooks.
Dietz is planning for student government to provide reduced cost concerts for UCF students. This
will be possible by acquiring area concert halls and

diViding the cost between the concert goers.
Dietz and Schmidt feel
that big name groups
could be provi_ded for the
students in this manner.
Funding for special interest groups is an area
that Dietz and Schmidt
believe could be reduced.
"If you are talking about
giving them large sums
of money, I don't think
it's worth it," Dietz said.
Cindy Schmidt
The candidates wish to
fund activities and groups that provide something
for most of the students.
Dietz has been a member of the Student Senate
for the past two years and is President_Pro tempore. He also serves on the Activity and Service
Fee Budgeting Cqmmittee.
Schmidt is a member of the Student Senate,
Finance Committee, Services Committee and has
served on the Activity and Service Fee Budgeting
Committee.
"Compare what we've done to what we want to
do," Dietz .said. "If you haven't done anything in
the past, you won't do anything in the future."
Schmidt said, "Compare what we're saying and
vote.''

Mike Tierney

Mike McFadden

·Tierney/McFadden
fo show leadership
"We want to give Student Government real
leadership for a change," Mike Tierney, candidate
for Student Government president said.
Tierney, a senior in public relations and Mike
McFadden, a sophomore in the college of business
emphasized that Student Government should actively solve campus problems, institute new seryices and take an active roll in bringing up our
campus image.
''We know what the students want -and we're
ready to do it,'' Tierney said. Tierney and McFadden set up several objectives for their year in office
including, a shuttle service for area students, a
dead week on the first and last weeks of the
semester and helping fund greek housing.
The Tierney/McFadden ticket advocates setting
up a shuttle service for area students using Student Government vans. "It would provide a way
for about lQO students to get to school each day,''
Tierney said. "That's half of a parking lot. If we
also increase the number of covered bike parking
spots on campus we could eliminate another 150
cars freeing an entire parking lot."
_
McFadden indicated the need for a dead week on
the first and last weeks of campus to reduce the
amount of pressure put on students having to take
two tests in one week's time or having to take one
before getting settled in the class.. Tierney added
that it would only entail getting the measure approvoded by the faculty senate, the college deans
and President Colbourn to enact a dead week.
Tierney and McFadden also want to lobby the
Florida legislature to have campus sales tax revert
back to UCF specifically for greek housing. "At
SEE TIERNEY, PAGE 5

Editor's note:
The research for these stories was compiled
through interviews with the candidates and
the candidates elections materials.
The stories were written by Debbie Dent and
Mi rgan Phillips. The photos w'ere taken b~
Adam Chr~an.

Young/Neidhart want .to give all clubs a voice in government
''The root of the problem is the
trend leaning towards phasing out
student organizations from Activity
and Service Fees, which is its intended purpose,'' said Ted Young, a student government presidential can·didate.
Young, a junior in political science
and his running mate Carl Neidhart, a
sophomore in Business Administration, have based their platform on instituting an Executive Council.
''It will balance the scales by giving
clubs and organizations a chance to
talk to the president,'' Young said.
Young and Neidhart want the
students to become directly involved
in student government.
In dealing with the Executive
Council, Young and Neidhart believe
the council will give groups equal
representation, help students

th r o u'g h
ecutive
student
contacts
governfor each of
ment
the student
bureaucracorganizay and share
tions.
the powers
"Clubs and
of
the
organizaPresidency.
tions are
"Not all
the
groups surstudents of
vive under
UCF and,
self
as such,
control,''
should
· Carl Neidhart
Ted Young
N eidhart
never have
said. We want to help them with fun- so little power that they can be abanding. Athletic department funding doned, pushed aside and ignored,''
cannot maintain all of the sports so Young said.
we want to help.
''In sharing the powers of the
Young and Neidhart want to help Presidency, we want to distribute
the students with student govern- power to the cabinet," Neidhart said.
ment bureaucracy by providing ex- The president has too much power to

be ignored
-The Young/Neidhart platform emphasizes reversing the trend and
distributing the Activity and Service
Fee money more evenly so everyone
will ·have a chance. "We shouldn't
discriminate against students just
because they're in clubs," Neidhart
said.
Young is presently a student .
senator where he is on the Organiza·
tions, Accounting and. Finance committee and on the Travel, Clubs and
Organizations committee. He has
also received an Air Force ROTC
scholarship and is a Cadet Captain.
Neidhart is presently a student
senator where he is on the
Legislative, Judicial and Rules chairman, Elections and Appointments
vice-chairman and a member of the
t\S
Activity and Service Committee.
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Huckleberry introduces
· its new addition
at The Crossroads

•

•

•

A Brand New Floorplanl
Our dramatic new 3 bedroom 2 bath New Orleans model is
designed for true family living and incorporates the exciting
features of all the new homes at The Crossroads!

•

features you pay extra for elsewhere!

Bedroom2/
10" • 10/CIBI

You won't believe how much is included in every Huckleberry
home! The kitchens are really special...with innovative design
and incredible standard features like frost-free refrigerators,
plumbed and equipped with ice-maker, self cleaning range,
dishwasher, disposal and even a space-saving microwave oven.
Designer details never available·in this price range.
These homes really look expensive. There's decorator wallpaper
in the kitchen and baths, ceramic foyers, colonial door casings
and baseboards, wood - not metal - closet doors and mirrored closet doors in the luxurious master suite. The rear and
side yards are privacy fenced and there's a professional lahdscaping package designed to complement the warmth and
charm of these homes.

A friendly neighborhood, designed for extra fun I
Bedroom 3
10" • 100

stor.

Dedicated, caring planning has made Huckleberry a friendly,
fun place to live. There's tennis, racquetball, softball and soccer
fields, swimming pool, acres of unspoiled nature and much
more. Before you consider buying anyplace else, see the
extras .. .at Huckleberry!

•

•
ir

•

...

608

•
We're Creating
A Friendly New Town

Lake Underhill Rd

THE CROSSROADS
AT
HUCRLEBERRY
FIELDS.

•

Below Market Financing tailored to your budget.
We pay closing costs.

From $59,990

East SR SO at Alataya Trail, South One Mile• (30~) 275-1781 •Broker Co-op
•

•
•

I

Campus Calendar
•
•
•
•

•

APRIL 1
• Speaker: Moorehead
Kennedy, former Iran ho§tage,
SCA, noon, 275-2,468.
• Baseball vs. FSU, away, 7 p.m.
APRIL 2
• Baseball vs. FSU, away, 7 p.m.
• Culture Roots, SC Green, 11
a.m.-1 p.m., 275-2611.
APRIL 3
•Wind Ensemble concert,
Aloma Baptist Church, 8 p.m.,
275-2869.
APRIL 4
• Video Party, SCA, 275-2611.
APRIL 5
• Baseball vs. Colvin College,
home,6p.m.
• Greek Week begins
APRIL 6
• IFE Leadership, UCF, through
April 11, 275-2123.
APRIL 7
• Baseball vs. Bethune
Cookman, home, 7 p.m.
• GRE Review, Winter Park High
School, $125, through May 26,
275-2123.

APRIL 8
• Baseball vs. Rollins, away, 7
p.m.
•Talent Show Finals, SCA, 7:30
p.m., 27 5-2611 .
APRIL 9
•Baseball vs. Rollins, home, 7
p.m.
• Sinfonia Blues Connection, SC
Green, 11 a.m.-1 p.m., 275-2611.
•Electric Zoot Suit, 8:30 p.m.,
SCA, 275-2611.
APRIL 10
• "Anything Goes," Unversity
Theatre, 8 p.m., April 10-12, 17-19,
$8, matinee on April 12, 2 p.m.,
275-2862.
• Baseball vs. Florida, away, 7
p.m.
•Computer Technology
Briefings, Sheraton Maitland,
275-2123.
APRIL 11
• UCF Institute of Government
Supervisor Management
Conference, Park Suite !"lotel,
Altamonte Springs, $35, 8 a.m.,
275-2123.

The Georgia and West
Texas studies concur with
other observers' opinions.
FROM PAGE ,l
"My tolerance level lasts
about 10 to 15 minutes.
researchers say, contains because of the way they
violence in 60 percent· of its portray violence and women
as sex objects," said Judy
programming.
While Dominick has no Byrd of the Sisters of Justice
scientific measure of how in Canton, Ohio, about
popular music videos are videos.
Dominick and Sherman
among college students, he
said he believes they are ''big contend ''in many cases)
on campus from my casual women were presented as
upper-class sex objects for
analysis."
"You may be teaching a lower-class males with visions
young,
impressionable of upward mobility."
They determined social
audience that the two things
(sex and violence) go status from clothes, jewelry
and cars in the shows.
together,'' he said.

VIOLENCE

• Sonata Recital, Sabina
Micarelli on violin and Gary Wolf
on Piano, RH, 8 a.m., 275-2869.
APRIL 12
•Baseball vs. FIU, away, 7:30
p.m.
• GRE Exam, ENG, 8 a.m.
APRIL 13
•Baseball vs. FIU, away, 1 p.m.
APRIL 16
•Talent Show Winner, SC Green
11 a.m.-1 p.m., 275-2611.
APRIL 18
• Baseball vs. Tampa, home, 7
p.m.
APRIL 19
• Florida Group Psychotherapy
Society, Altamonte Springs,
through April 29, 275-2123.

ARPIL 22
• Baseball vs. Stetson, home, 2
p.m.
APRIL 23
• Classes end for Spring
semester
• PAC Art Festival, SC Green, 9
a.m.-3 p.m.
• Singer Vernon Hall, SC Green,
11 a.m.-1 p.m., 275-2611.

APRIL 20
• Wind Ensemble concert with
Florida Youth Wind Ensemble and
Jazz Lab, Lake Eola Bondshell, 2
p.m., 275-2869.
APRIL 21
• Baseball vs. Stetson, away, 7
p.m .

APRIL 28
• College of Extended Studies
REI, Winter Park High School, $125,
through July 9, 275-2123.
• College of Extended Studies
Mortgage Brokerage, Winter Park
High School, $110, through May
21, 275-2123.

APRIL 30
• Real Estate I, Osceola High
School, $125, through July 14,
275-2123
• Real Estate Broker, VCC East,
$175, through June 13, ~75-2123.

APRIL 24
• Final Exams begin .
APRIL 26
• Baseball vs. FSU, home, 2 p.m.
• The 4932.0X91 ST: Readers
Theater, UCF, $35, 275-2123.
APRIL 27
•Baseball vs. FSU, home, 2 p.m.

Code:
RH - Rehearsal Hall
SC Green -Student center
Green
SCA - Student Center Auditorium
VCC-Valencia Community
College
HRC - Health Resource Center

Note: Send information abOut
·your campus event to The
Central Florida Future to let
everyone else know about what
you're up to.

''We are making inferences,
but I think they are valid TIERNEY
inferences,'' Dominick said.
''I think there is some .FROM PAGE 3
validity to the survey's
point,'' Bill Chapman, 25,000 dollars per lot it is difficult for a greek organization to
director of creative services raise enough money to build on campus,'' McFadden said. He
for WTBS in Atlanta, said.
also stated that this measure would help other students by
He said WTBS doesn't removing greeks from dorms.
show videos featuring
The Tierney/McFadden ticket would also like to see health
"excessive" violence or sex.
''I would never run a services reinstate the dental service program.
Tierney has served as public relations director for student
picture of someone shooting
someone else," Chapman government as well as a senator. He is president of Delta Tau
Delta fraternity and has served on the traffic and appeals
said.
MTV officials did not committe and the housing committee.
McFadden is president of the Interfraternity Council.
respond to calls on the
When asked what the most important qualification a presisubject of how violent or
sexual videos may be, or how dent must have, Tierney said, "It's not experience, it's more
a fact of knowing what the students want and doing it."
they might affect viewers.

Public Service Announcement from Student Goverrn11ent Senate:

BUDGET PROPOSAL
THESE FIGURES REPRESENT BUDGET REQUESTS BY VARIOUS ORANIZATIONS FOR
FISCAL YEAR '86-'87
STUDENT GOVERNMENT:
OperatjonsExpense
OPS

oco

Salaries
El~lica&-

-

Expense
-OPS-Non-Payroll
SENATE:
Workinc FundExpense
~lyb~ & QrggaizgtiQD5Expense
Clubs & Organizgtign5 T[g~IExpense
STUDENT CENTER:
OoerationsExpense
OPS

oco

Salaries
proorammjngExpense
OPS-Payroll
OPS-Non-Payroll

$94,050
80,430
19,000
51,295
4,000
3,000

15,000
5,000
5,000

32,875
57,869
17,564
211,342
63,672
7,384
90,925

LEGAL SERVICES:
Expense
OPS

7,450
7,280
150
49,414

oco

Salaries

BLACK STUDENT UNION:
Expense
OPS-Payroll
OPS-Non-Payroll
CREW TEAM:
Expense
OPS-Payroll
OPS-Non-Payroll

oco

GOSPEL CHOIR:
Expense
OPS-Non-Payroll

oco

10,086
.600
3,900

GREEK COUNCIL:
Expense
OPS

oco .

UTILITIES:
Expense

WATER SKI CLUB:
Expense

39,705
3,000
1,500
19,320
15,886
200
2,400

oco

RECREATIONAL SERVICES:
Expense
OPS-Payroll
OPS-Non-Payroll

oco

Salaries

* THESE ARE ONLY BUDGET REQUESTSI

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT ANY OF THESE FIGURES, CALL THE SENATE
WORKROOM AT X3913.
OPS-Other Personal Services; OCO-Other Capital Outlay (purchase over $100 and is expected to benefit your
group for over a year); OPS-Non-Payroll-Payments to non-personnel! (ex: a speaker).

9,598
0
0

65,000

16,235
4,750

·14,995
25,000
8,500
45,800
88,750
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22 wins.
They're on a roll.

•

•
•

UCF Baseball Team vs. Colby .
March 27 I Thursday I 7:00 p.m.
UCF Baseball Team vs. Merrimack
March 27 I Thursday I 7:00 p.m.
UCF Baseball Team vs. Ohio State
March 28/ Friday/ 7:00 p.m.
March 29 I Saturday I 2:00 p.m.
UCF Baseball Team vs. Southern Illinois
March 29 I Saturday I 7:00 p.m.
Home Field
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()pinion
Well planned, well executed. The U.S. attacks on
Libya over the past three days have been both of
those. But resulting in what?
The attacks were not without provocation. U.S.
warships and planes were operating in international waters, and in such cases, should have a
right to do so without fear of being attacked.
Administration officials maintain that the naval
operations are part of regular maneuvers. Others
say that it is a test of Khadafy's strength. Still'
others say that the maneuvers · are nothing less
than an assertion of U.S. rights to sa'il in international waters, and our determination to do so.
But these maneuvers are all of this and more.
They are an overt provocation; an invitation to war.
There are no doubts in any minds that should
this tussle turn into something more, the United
States would crush the Libyans. The prospect of
this doesn't sound so bad when one considers how
much nicer the world would be with a few less terrorists in it. But what could we possibly gain by it.
More importantly, what have we gained by our
actions thus far? Respect? Perhaps. But we can do
nothing with respect other than lose it. Our continued operations in the Gulf of Sidra can only lead
to one thing: an open, direct military confrontation.
In the event of such a confrontation, everyone
would lose. Khadafy would lose for obvious
reasons. Their total armed forces amounts to just
over 70,000 personnel. The U.S. would lose because
we would destroy a weaker foe of no significant importance. It would be like Mr. T fighting Woody
Allen.
Despite the folly of the analogy, the situation is
dangerous. The United States has been lucky thus
far. We have taken some risks and won. Khadafy
has a much easier situation to deal with. He has
nothing to lose.

,

Meanwhile, south of the border, we're not giving
money to the contras. But we're sending supplies
to Honduras, where Nicaraguan troops have supposedly amassed on their borders in preparation for
a possible attack.
In fact, according to our intelligence reports,
Nicaraguan forces staged a raid into the jungles in
Honduras on contra camps. Of course that's the im. petus for us to help out our friends to the south.
It's just one more example of worc:Js contradicting our actions. We say that we don't intend to get
involved; that we'll help others to- "stem the tide"
of communism in the Western Hemisphere, so that
we don't have to get involved.
Yet if the threat is that great, and the U.S. is that
worried about it, then perhaps we should send
troops into the region.

I 11\(XMT flletO
~1 'IW(lf;ff.
--

Only voting makes a difference
There's a huge buffet being offered next week at
UCF and you don't need a meal card to take
advantage of it. Read on ...
Hopefully, you've by now noticed the myriad of
banners and signs that began dotting campus
Monday night. Such a profusion of propaganda can
only mean one thing: it's time again for .
presidential/vice presidential elections for Student students how theyfeel about that?
No. He'll ask they student body president how
Government.
If you're a typical UCF student, you don't see you feel about that. In the case of a fee increase,
much point in voting. You figure that your vote just about any student body president would
doesn't count for much. You'll glance for a moment oppose such action.
at the flyers handed to you on the sidewalk and
But here's the interesting part.
then toss them into the nearest trash can.
If the president Trevor consults was elected in an
Citizens of Camelot, I implore you to read those election where a decent percentage of students
flyers and decide for yourself who among the voted, he'e going to put credence in what that
candidates would best represent you as student president has to say.
·
body president.
On the other hand ...
If you decide to vote, it may be for any of a
If say only 15 percent of the student body
number of reasons. You might vote because you participated in the election that put the president
like a certain candidate's haircut. You might go to in office, Trevor will take that president's word
the polls because you acutually read someone's with a grain of salt and then hike that athletic fee
platform and said, "Hey, these are neat ideas."
without a second thought.
I don't care what force moves you to vote, .but
Get the hint?
whatever the reason is, the important thing put in
It doesn't matter who you vote for-just vote!
your two cents worth.
There's a direct correlation between the number of
Here's why:
students who vote and the amount of consideration
Suppose the administration decides the athletic the administration gives our opinions.
fee should be raised to $25 a semester. Does Trevor
So drop by the big tent on the Green next week.
Colbourn step outside his office and ask a few Herman'll be there.

• Bathroom lights
le~ve student·in dark

• Students, staff, media
should look on brigftt side
~Editor:

Editor:

Lately, all I hear about this campus
leans towards the negative side. Why
is this so? I feel this campus has a lot
of potential to grow and become
Florida's top-rated and well-liked
university. But with all the bad
publicity lt has been receiving, I do
not understand how it can expand as
fast as I or the university would like
to see. I feel that if more positive
reports were made of the university,
not only would the school benefit
from it, but so would the students. As
you may already know, this campus
falls short of exhuberant students
and personnel. If the campus were t9
be portrayed as one of Florida's
finest, maybe then the faculty and
students will have a more school
spirited interest.

It would be unfair of me to suggest
that The Central Florida Future has
not made any contributions to the
well-being of this institution. I'm sure
that a fair share of "positive" articles
can be found in most of your issues.
This is just an outcry to the unpopular amount of abusive reports
that have had more than their share
of exposure. Do this university a
favor and go above and beyond the
call of duty to find the school spirit
that we so intently look for.

Does college prepare you for the
real world? Does it accomplish its
purpose in equipping you to deal with
life's challenges? This · university
does. For example, recently I got up
to go to the bathroom and I realized
that the lightbulb had blown. Total
darkness. Did I panic? No. I double
checked to make sure that my eyes
were, in fact, open and comforted
myself with the knowledge that my
university had prepared me for such a
situation. I simply pretended that I
was using the facilities in the new
engineering building and everything
came out all right.
·

Mathew J. Lanigan
Undisclosed major

The dilemma of the dark bathrooms
leaves me pondering a few questions.

he Central Florida future
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I realize the building is new. Are
the lights on special order? How, with
a whole building full of engineers and
engineers-to-be, did the lighting
design fall into the hands _of
amateurs?
Perhaps the darkness is part of a
conspiracy. Will "complimentary"
flashlights now be issued to
registered students? Can we expect a
new electric fee in addition to the
health and athletic fees? How long
must I thank my lucky stars that the
custodians keep the place clean
enough that I'm not afraid to probe
the tile and porcelain?
It is a mystery which leaves me in
the dark, so to speak.
Heather A. Crysler
English

Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those ol the editor
or writer and not necessarily those ol the Board ol Publications, university
administration, or Board of Regents. Letters lo the editor must be typed
and Include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are
subject to editing and become the copyrighted property of the
newspaper. The Central Florida Future Is a tree, non-profit twice-weekly
newspaper published during the academic yea r.

TRI DELTA
Hey ya'll get ready for a super great GREEK
WEEK. Don't forget Greek Sing practice next
week. Keep collecting those canslll DL
always.

Pl IETA PHI
Get ready for the Sigma Chi- Pl Phi Mal Tai Hal
March 29thll Greek Week's coming, let's
shlnelll Go Pl Phlll
SIGMA PHI E;SILON
For you officers who forgot, tonight we hove a
meeting with the Alumni Assoclaflon at 7:30
p.m. at the usual place. Everyone have a happy Easter and get ready for Greek Week. ·

Tired of long lines at the PC room, or maybe
wanting lo start your own business??? This Is
your chance to act- FOR SALE: IBM PC, 512k
memory, monitor and also a IBM printer! I
will even Include some software and some
tralnlngll How much Is this worth to you? Asking 52000 or best cash offer, call quick at
282-7405 anytlmelll Do not miss this
chance Ill

MACINTOSH hard disk 20meg. $1195 external drive HABA $265. VP Grade to 512k 5165.
:J'her accessories at very low price. Call
(305) 628-~250.

PCXT complete system, 256k, 21dd, amber
monitor, DOS:S1250. Printers, hard disks, color
avail- call 699-3146.

Datsun 240z;.needs body work; runs good
$1900 call 365-9070

Earn money on oil the magazines sold on
campus. Need people lo past Information.
Good prom. Write, BPC, 8218 Hardy, overland
Park, KS 66204

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professloanl Services. All work prepared
on commercial word prossessors for error free
neatness. We use IBM Equipment Letter quality
printer no dot-matrix. Free rough drafts and
revl&lons. Same day, weekends, and overnight
service avolloble. Over 8000 satisfied
students. Coll 671-3007 RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
Designed/revised/typed - 657-0079.
EXPERT TYPING: 24 years exp. Full tlme: Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. correction of spelling, grammer punc .. and editing Included. Reasonalbe. Call Bea, 678-1386.

Typing and secretarial services in my home
reasonalbe rates pick up and delivery. Call
Ruth Richards 894-7169.

Engineering computer science math majors:
Local and national corporations seeking full
time summer co-op students excellent pay
and experience contact co-op ADM 124

.J.R. Jake's Pub Is now hiring waitresses.
Speclllcally MWF lunches. Shifts will also be
available for summer semester. Call Joyce
after 3 p.m. for appointment. 677-4169.

Need a Job? Eve 21ng hours. Flexible/loo 20 •
hrs wk. Near u.c.F. 5.00/ Dollars hr. Call Eric
678-8088.

SSSIMMEDIATE CASHSSS
•· For coins, stamps. or baseball cards
Call Bill 671-5466. ·

FRESHMEN AND SOPHMORES scholarships to
continue college are available. We can
locate and match them to you through computer search. Results guarenteed COLLEGE
FUNDS LOCATORS P.O. Box 374, Vero Beach,
Fla. 32961.

..

PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIAL WORK, PHYSICAL
ED, MARKETING, FINANCE, ACCOUNTING
AND EDUCATION MAJORS:Part time
yearound flexible hours; competitive salaries
valuable experelnce must be eligible for
financial a id- FCCWEP Division of co-op
prOQram-offlce ADM 124.

Pocket Hundreds weekJY malling commission
c lrculars//l No quotas! Rush self-addressed
envelope to: DJH po box 678606 Orlando Fl.
32867.

TYPING ACCURATE FASR REASONALBLE 657-9015
or 657-9073.
LAMBDA EPSILON CHI
· LEX meeting Friday March 7 EN 121 11:00
nomination of offices for 86-87. Membership
certlftcateswlll be awarded. Anyone Interested In law Is Invited lo attend.

JUDO CLASS- beginners and experelnce
playeers welcome. PA-W 7-8:30pm m!Jlllpurpose room In Ed bldg Feb-March free to
newcommers. Call 695-7536 after (>p.m.

QWERTY INK, LTD
SUSSEX PLACE UCF MARTIN Area 2 and 3
bedrm, 2 IUll baths, pool, jacuuJ, private
patios.
Adjoining E.O.N.S.C. with tennis, basketball,
baseball plus aerobics, gymnastic, ceramics
classes and Bingo 281-6393.

Share home w/ student own furn. rm. w/ 1/2
bath plus utlls. $200.00 mon. tel. dep.
opl.-10 mln.-UCF-Tuskaw.-671-6355.

130 lb weight set-good condition 515 call
Ken al 275-4145.

Apple Compat Computer lranklln ace
2000 S595 hp-7lb w/math mod S295 men's
10 spd huffy bike S35 call chr1s 657-2508.
Is II true you can buy jeeps for S44 Jhrough th
U.S. government? Get the facts today! CAii
1-312-742-1142.
Ext. 689.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from 51 (U repair). Also
delinquent property. Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
GH-4628 for information.
'81 Suzuki 450E. Gorage kept. Looks
Low mileage. $650 657-5589.

new.

Looking for a roommate? Room for rent In
new unll 5 miles from UCF. $165/month plus
1/2 utllllles Includes celling Ian In each room,
microwave, 3 pools In comlpex, tennis courts
and screened patio. Partially furnished.
Prefer male graduafe level or business major. Call Steve 658-4322.

A word processing service for last. accurate.
professional typing of term papers. reports.
thesis, resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles. Spelling
checker. Pick up and delivery.

788-9097
Call Ruth Rlchards-894-7169 for your typing
needs 7 days a week.

Wiii do typing In my-home. 2 miles from UCF
off Dean Road. Call 657-0937 for Information on rates.
. yplng ond word processing In my W.O. co
home. Experienced. 65c>9558.
Typing-term papers, Thesis, reports, etc. Fast •
service, reasonable rates-Call Mary Anne
282-6344.
1

Non-smoking roommate to share 2 bedroom
2 both Tuscawllla villa. Includes
washer/dryer, fireplace, celling fans,
automatic garage door, and "country-<:lubvlew" S275.00/month (Includes ulllllles)
leave message for Helen between
8:30a.m.-5p.m. (M-F) at 897-1600.

Female roommate wanted to share 3
bedroom 2 both townhouse. UCF area. Call
277-8226 after 7:00 p.m. anytime
weekends.

.Alsl good fast typ lng 10 percent student
discount. Free pick up, delivery creative
communlcaflons 339-6613.

$10-5360 weekly up malling c lrcularsl No
quotas! Sincerely Interested rush selfaddressed envelope; Homeventures-CDG, PO Box
470, Woodstock, II. 60098
·

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. confidential, Individual
counseling. In W.P. 14 US W. Fairbanks; one block
west od 17-92 Mon-Sat. Call 647-1477 we can
help you.

ABORTION SERVICES CENTER - Free
Nitrous
,
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth contrc>I.
Morning after treatment. Confidential, private.
Women owned-a special approach to health
care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk south of Colonial off Mills
422-0606 or loll free 18004328517.
S5 off with this ad.

fndivlduai Confidential Counseling
•
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

·2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
10LL FREE 800-432-5249

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information,
pregnancy tests and councelllng. VD screening, low cost. conlldentlal services.
CENTRAL FLORIDA WOMEN'S
HEALTH ORGANIZATION

"

. . .· ___.1United Parcel Service -,..._. .~~
Part-Time Positions Available
•

United Parcel ·s ervice will be
accepting applications for
pa.rt-time ·l oaders and unl·o aders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.
.

.

Please sign up for an interview
appointment i·n the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite· 124. UPS is a·n
equal opportunity employer.

"'

•

.,

Work shifts begin at 4:30 ·a.m.,
o·r 11:00 1iln., Monday through FridQy
workweek 3-to 5 h~urs per-day.

..
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H~_!p bring the world together
•

-Host an exchange student. _

Thanks to you ...
it works ...
forALLOFUS

~~io9j!]

United way

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHU,Cft
Learn to Skydive
at Sunny Z·Hills

* AcceleratedInstruction
Free Fall

.Sat. Vigil Mass 6:00 PM
Sun. Masses
8:00, 10:30 and 12 no.on

* Static Line Program

-Masters Choir Rehersa1·
Wednesday 7:30

* Tandem Jumping

* Best Facilities in Florida ·

1501 Sc;>uth _.Alaf~ya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME

All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info:.
- - Call or Write tor our Brochure

: ZrJphyrhills,,PariJchute ,Center, P. 0. Box 1101 , Zephyrhills, Florida 34283, Phone (813) 78~-5591 ;
.
- . .
,·
.
·:
. ~
.

DO YOU WANT TO
EARN MORE CASH?

T

o finish college I needed a good job with
flexible hours. But after a few days in a fast
food kitchen, I found I didn't like the work .. .
or the pay.
Working with The Rich Plan was the perfect solu. tion. I set my own hours ... around my classes. I earn ~
money comparable to full-time employment ... with
unlimited potential to earn more. And I'm gaining
professional direct marketing experience ... invaluable after graduation.
The Rich Plan is a leader in the home delivery of
high quality frozen foods. It's great tasting, convenient and easy to purchase. With the company's training program and marketing s4pport, it doesn't take
long to begin earning an impressive income ... even
· on a part-time basis.
Don't just work your way through college, begin
realizing your financial goals now. Call W. E. "Duke"
Adamson at 1-800-662-3663 today and ask about
joining The Rich Plan's direct marketing team.

$l5 rebate.

THE RICH PLAN
a division of Rich-United Corp.

1·800-662-3663
"Your personalized home shopping service. n
-AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER203 E. 3rd Street
Post Office Drawer G
Sanford, Florida 32772-0719
305-322-3663

$175 rebate.

$200 rebate.

© J<JH6 Apple r.'1111p11ll'r. I11c...w1te 1111t! il•· .1f11k It(~~, 1m· 1t']!i.<J1ml 1m1i?1111rJ.-; 1{1.JJ1fe <.~11y111111: /11c..l/11oi1ltA.J.1 i~ ti lm1kmt1rk 11(1lrl11/tA<i.1 /.11b11r111111.1: l11c. t1111/ 1s IM1~~ 1Nrl
1dlh J'/..l' l'.'/1"1'11."i f1t'f71ti.wi1111. For t1111111/h11ri:1v/.~/Jfilt• 1krtl1?' JMll'. lrl/t. <'1111 {800) 538-9696, e:rl. 455. l!/fa'T' f..¥K1tl 1111lr i11 II•· l 11ilttl .'i/11/1':\
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WAYNE DENSCH, INC.

.

U.C.F. Rep. Robert Gibson, 671-0661 or 851-7100
..
•
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..--------------------------------------FREE
FAIR!
TIME:

FAIRI

FAIRI

5 PM to 7 PM

DATE:

.Thursday, April 3, 1986

PLACE:

1st floor, Admin. Bldg.

FAIR!

-THE FIVE PRIMARY
CAUSES OF HAPPY ,,,,-----HOUR$ AT
~OOD

& SPIRITS

1. HAPPY HOUR NIGHTLY FROM
4:00 TO CLOSE.
2. DJ. EVERY NIGHT FROM 9:00
·TO CLOSE.
3. ~OOD FOOD AT GOOD PRICES.
4. A REFRESHING AND LIGHT
ATMOSPHERE, EASY TO RELAX
AND UNWIND IN.
5. LIVE ENTERTAINMENT· CHAZ MIKELL "
· THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND
- SATURDAY FROM 9:00 TO CLOSE
HOURS

FAIR! . FAIR!

JUST WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR...
EVENING STUDENTS, THIS IS YOUR BIG CHANCE TO ASK
· QUESTIONS AND GET ANSWERS. REPRESENTATIVES FROM
VARIOUS CAMPUS OFFICES WILL BE ON HAND TO
ASSIST YOU. JUST THINK, ALL IN ONE LOCATION!!
DO NOT MISS THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY PUT TOGETHER
JUST FOR YOU!

-

.

MON.-THURS. · 11 A.M. - 12· P.M.
FRl.-SAT.
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
SUN.
~Noon - 6 P.M.

SO TAKE A MINUTE OUT OF YOUR SCHEDULE AND
COME TO YOUR... FAIR

LOCATED IN FASHION SQUARE MALL
·· BETWEEN BURDINE'S AND ROBINSON'S
898-6041

A Divisio~ of Studen~ Affairs UCF .

"Goad

friends
--don't let

-Go&1 .

friends
- smoke

cigarettes:' .
Larry Hagman

1

Cigarettes aren't good ·
for your friends. Adopt a friend who smokes and .·
help 'em quit today. You'll
both be 9lad tomorrow.

.fI=
soaE1Ys
~·

r-----------~-=:----------------------------------. . . .~-----------------T AKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK I EASTER SPECIAL I

"t" ··. · . ·

~

~

" ' TANNING SALON
Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems

Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
.ttt;~ere The Sun Always Shines!

'\1,

1

I

· 1-2 Visits for
$49.95

1
••• •

I
I
I

• Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
•Clean, Safe, No Burning
• Private Rooms and Music
e Stop & experience our New

.

-

Exp March 31 1986
'
'

I
I
I

r-------..:----------1

T~;A;;E;~~~~REE

FREE TANNING
SESSION

10376 E. Colonial, Suite 113
East of E. W. Expy. & W. of Alafaya

282-6042

MON.- FRI.: 9A.M.-9P.M.
SAT.: 9A.M.-5P.M.
SUNDAY: 12P.M.-6P.M.

I
I
II

I v1SA• I

II

Complete line of Lea Haller Make~p

--------------~-------------------.i!l-------=-------.:..

With This Coupon .

(New.Custo~ers Only)

I
I
I
I
II

Exp. 4/11/86
·I
_________________
J
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Knights dump St. Mary's, 10·5
by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Soto reached base on an error by the
first baseman. Soto, who. leads the
team in stolen bases (19 for 20 on the
year), advanced around the diamond
on two base thefts. Teammate Brian
Riggin had the lone base hit of the
inning with a single to le{t center and
after an error from the third baseman
of~ Scott Mchugh's hit, scored:

Only 36 innings away from
capturing t'b.e consecutive winning
streak record for the state of Florida,
the UCF baseball team snuck even
closer to the title when they downed
St. Mary's in a 10-5 decision Tuesday
night.
The Knights usually depend on
St. Mary's bounced back with
t}:leir hitting strengths,. but Tuesday consecutive runs in the fow;th, fifth,
night it was St. Mary's errors that and two in the sixth. They tried a
helped lift the Knights to yet another comeback in the ninth when UCF had
victory. UCF entered the sixth consecutive errors and a walk, but
trailing by one run, 4-3. The Knights, they could only rack up a single run.
UCF pitcher Rob Kendall, who
with only one base hit, turned four ·
walks and two errors into a six run went the distance for the Knights,
recieved his third victory of the
inning.
The Knights jumped to an early season. He retired eight and allowed
'
lead with two runs in the first. Jose nine hits.

Mark Fischer/Central Florida Future

Jose Soto slides into second base during a recent game.

Tennis
seeks
respect

Golf team ~
lies NIU
at tourney

...

by Stefan Keller
by Scott Broden

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF women's tennis
team, despite their record of
one .and, eight, is trying to
establish credibility to a
pPOgfatn that has never been
competitive.
-Laat -summer, the athletic
department placect Lyn KinR".
UCF' s volleyball coach, into
the :tennis coaching position.
King, in addition to coaching
tennis and volleyball, also
acts as the administrative
assistant for the athletic
department.
This .year, King recruited
one player, Kathy Pell, and
the rest are walk on players.
Pell came to UCF from Santa
Fe, Junior College and so far
has won one out of nine
singles matches and two out
of nine doubles matches for
the Lady _Knights.
Pell said, ''We really work

The UCF Golf Team was
forced to settle for a first
place tie with Northern
Illinois University at the
three round UCF Invitational
tournament. The torirnament
was held at Deer Run ·
Country 'Club March 17-19.
After leading the entire
tournament, UCF finished
out the 54 hole event with a
913 stroke final score.
Northern Illinois' Huskies,
who stayed on the Knight's .,
nf the tournament,
~
caught up witn UvJ.'
54 th hole and a 20 foot putt
by NIU's Scott Matheson
sent the contest into sudden
death.
'---!.l

-

""' ..

Vu

Mark Fischer/Central Florida Future

Traci Winterhoff lines up a return shot for the Lady Knights during a recent match.

hard, and we feel good about
the team." She added, "I've
been a tennis player on
several teams and this team is
a good one.''
Pell said of King, ''We

couldn't have a better coach.
She's always there." She
added, "She's doing a great
job as coach. I've never seen
anyone try as hard to work at
it. She does an ·she can." .

Mongolians will invade

.

on M,onday

The two teams played a'
55th hole but deadlocked in
another tie. Since the Huskies
had a plane to catch officials
opted for a coin toss instead
of playing another hole. NIU
won the toss and took the,
winner's trophy home with ·
them.

The event is a part of the World Cup
wrestling events. The World Cup
wrestling event sets up dual meets
between the best six wrestling teams in
the world determined by how the teams
do at the world championships.
At the last world championships, in
October of 1985, the USA team placed
third in the world and the Mongolian ·
team placed fifth.

UCF's John Weiss, a senior "'
out of Boone High School,
took top honors in the
indivual category with a 225 .
Tim Freeman and Scott
Matheson were tied for
second with 226s while
Louisville's Jeff Wilson took
fourth with a 227. ·

U~F

p.m.
Three people from UCF will take part
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
in the dual meet. Pat Cucci, the UCF
wrestling coach, will be one of two
The Mongolians are coming to UCF. coaches at the event. Also, UCF
. Ho.wever, instead of Genghis Khan, a wrestlers Russ Schenk and Paul Neuner
wrestling team will be leading them.
will wrestle.
Cucci said, "To do the best they've
A national amateur wrestling team
from Mongolia will take on an American (Schenk and Neuner) got, that's all
team at the UCF gym this Monday at 8 anyone s~ould expect ou~ of them.
by Scott Broden

When asked about what the
team .needed to do to build a
successful program, Pell said,
"It'll just take time in
recruiting and work. It'll get
there.''

...

_Soto and Maloney help Knights rout Southern Illinois, 26·3
by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF baseball team demonstrated their
superiority over a dismal Division II opponent
Monday night at the UCF baseball complex as the
Knights 'bverpowered Southern IllionisEdwardsville for a lopsided decision of 26-3.
UCF blasted SIU-Edwardsville for 12 runs on
nine hits in the sixth when the Knights sent 16
batters to the plate. Jose Soto, who went 3-4, nailed
SIU's pitcher Dave Siebenberger for a triple and a

single in that inning. Also in the sixth, UCF
catcher Brian Riggin rapped a triple and a single
while left fielder Mark Maloney had two singles.
Riggin and Maloney each had a game total of 5 and
4 RBI's, respectively.
The Knights jumped to a quick lead.when UCF
scored four runs in the second, capitalizing on three
walks and an error from SIU. Vince Zawaski
reached a base on balls and advanced to second
after pitcher Mark Bozich walked Bobby Miller.
Zawaski moved to second on a passed ball and
eventually scored off a single from DH Todd Reese.
SIU, which played in the Division II 1985 World l..

Series, found UCF pitcher Lamar Chandler and .
Riggin a threatening combination. SIU could only
struggle for six hits in comparision to the Knights '
15.
After scoring three runs in the fourth, the •
Knights were already leading by a margin of 13
runs, 14-1. UCF started their real attacking force
with seven runs in the fifth. The Knights went
through the order and six of the nine players
reached on walks, and one on an error by shortstop
Phil Little.
Third baseman Scott McHugh extended his
hitting streak to 15 consectutive games.

•
•
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The entertainment and feature supplement of

~he Central Florida Future

•

•

aserious interview

by Krys Fluker

Martha Quinn was tired. She had
been napping, and her hotel room at
the Plaza in Daytona Beach bore
mute witness to the fact that she had
just gotten up. The bed was still unmade, and the room was strewn with
discarded bi ts and pieces.
Quinn's huge, blue-grey eyes were a
little wary, but her manner indicated
that she was used to dealing with the
demands of the press. The frothiness
that she projects a~ ·an MTV "video
jockey" was nowhere in sight.
The woman was serious.
It was obvious that Quinn loved her
job, but her life wasn't the big giggle
that viewers see on television every
day. She doesn't take what she sees
as her responsibility to the viewers
lightly.
"My job," she said, "is not to go
backstage and hang out with the
celebrities. My job is to go back, look
around, and see what kind of shampoo David Lee Roth uses. Then I go
out and tell all my buddies waiting
outside, 'cause I'm the only one that
was able to get a backstage pass." MTV's format has obviously been
modelled after radio, but Quinn said
her job is not really comparable to a
dj's.
"It's magnified, really, because
people look into my eyes, deal with
my clothes, my haircuts ... so it's very
intimate. I have pimples and
everybody sees that.
That philosophy fits in with
Quinn's general view of her status.
She said she doesn't r~ally consider
herself a celebrity.
"I don't feel that I have an elevated
status. It's a different relationship
with the audience. They see me more
than anyone else on the channel, but I
am in the capacity of a liaison. I'm
sort of a human element ... and
therefore a friend to the people that
watch."
"I'm a celebrity by the virtue of the
fact that I'm on TV, but the wierd
thing is that my job is not to be a
celebrity. That's the c ontradiction
there.' '
Whether or not she wanted to,
Quinn was forced to assume the trappings of stardom in Daytona, where
she had to register under a false name
and rush through lobbies to avoid the
throngs of fans. She remembered the
early days of MTV, when a cordial
reception wasn't as guaranteed.
MTV had a crucial role in shaping
the newly emerging video scene, and

•

•
•
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Calendar
•ANNE MURRAY
Anne Murray will be making two ap-pearances in Central Florida in the next few
days. She will perform at the Bob Carr
auditorium on March 27, and at the Ocean
Center in Daytona Beach on March 29.
Tickets are $20 for the Orlando show, and $16
for the Daytona show. Both shows begin at 8
p.m. Reserved seating is available at Select-aSeat outlets and at the box offices of both
auditoriums.

•POINTER SISTERS
The Pointer Sisters will be appearing April
4 at the Ocean Center in Daytona Beach at 8
p.m. Tickets are $15 and are available at any
Select-a-Sea~ outlet or at the box office.

THAT~ WHY

1.'M Au.tmED
•ANYTHING GOES
An thing Goes, a Cole Porter musical, opens
April 10 at the UCF university theater. It
will run April 10·13 an\l April 17-19. The
shows will begin at 8 p.m., with the exception
of the 13th, which will begin at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $8 and a limited amount of UCF student
tickets will be underwritten h:r. UCF student
government. For reservations and . information call 275-2862.

•HALLEY'S COMET
The John Young Planetarium staff have
planned an expedition to 0ew Halley's Com·
et in a dark sky. The trip will be on the morning of April 6. Reservations are required and
there is a $15 charge which includes transportation, refreshments and professsional
assistance in viewing the comet. For more information, call the Science Center at
896-7151.

\I 5TA~DS

MR. 5LE06E.
WHAi SHDUi.D

r

•BILOXI BLUES
Neil Simon's newest comedy will be performed by the national touring company
April 1-6 at 8 p.m. at the Bob Carr
Auditorium. The play is presented by the Zev
Butman Theater Partnership. Tickets are
$21.60 to 29.50. For more information call
843-8111.

·-COMPILED

NE'XT: OH HAPPY DAY
'

·sy

KRYS

FLUKER
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Ask Uncle Bob: an advice column
for you folks who are beyond help

QUINN
_FR_oM_P_Ac_E_1_ _ _ _ __

./

by Bob Ross
Greetings and intoxications my spring
broken readers and welcome back to my
Mind's Eye. I had to get a second opinion
regarding my physical state this Monday.
Turns out I survived the break; the jury's out
as to whether that's good or bad.
Anyway, kids, it is time to answer my
vol mnous mail. If you have any serious problems with life, the universe, sexual disfunctions or the like don't write Uncle Bob.
However, if you know someone w_hose life is a
mess I'll be glad to offer my boundless, if
useless, knowledge. Ready ... O.K.
Dear Uncle Bob,
Why do all Penthouse Forum letters
start like, "Dear.Penthouse, who would have
believed it.... " and the writer then goes on to
describe totally unbelievable acts?. Fill me in!
-CONFUSED COLLEGIAN
Dear Confused, If those letters didn't start with such a
dis.claimer you'ld never believe them. For example: Richie from Idaho is road tripping to
Florida for ~pring break but, ohhh nooo, he
gets a flat tire in Mississippi. But hey, luckily
a bus load of genetically enhanced aerobics
instructors were passing by at the time and
decided to "help Richie out." Normally one
would say "Horse hockey" to such a story,
but when the guy writing the letter says he
can barely believe what happened himself,
one figures the story has to be kosher.
Yo, Uncle Bob
I think your stuff stinks.
-DISGRUNTLED
Dear Disgruntled,
Are your mother and girlfriend aware of
your inability to appreciate fine literature?
Don't worry I'U tell them ... tonight.

MindSE~·e
..

Dear Uncle Bob,
My face doesn't break glass and I'm a
pretty nice person, but I just can't seem to
get a decent relationship going. I would like
to meet someone who is interested in a casual
but good relationship. Most bars stink; where
can I go and what should I do once I get
there?
·--LOOKING FOR LOVE
Dear Looking,
I'm not sure whether you are a man or a
women, but my advice comes from the male
point of view because that's all I really know
about. Where to meet: I'll have a party at my
house... yeah!
I'm really not a good one to be going to for
advice, 'cause lately my relationships have
gone over about as well as a Reagan speech at
a minority banquet. All I can say is the
harder you look the less you find. Always be
yourself and if the someone you are with does
not want to take advantage of a good thing
it's their-loss. Just say to yourself, "They had
a chance and they blew it." Easy for me to
say right? I go through three quarters of a B
and B brandy bottle (expensive habit you
should avoid) when I get dumped on then feel
like garbage the next day. Best of luck,
LOOKING, I'm rootin' for ya.

Well, by the ol' clock on the wall I can tell
I'm out of time again. Keep those cards and
letters coming and maybe you too could get a
pearl of wisdom from Uncle Bob himself.

Quinn was in on it from the beginning. She said the network's role becomes more obvious in retrospect.
"Back then, we were all starting. We were all sort of hoping, and pulling together and if it had petered out, disappeared 6 months after we had gone on the air, well, then we
wouldn't have been so much on the ground floor. Like, we all
know the Wright brothers but there must have been
millions of people who tried to invent airplanes before them.
Quinn remembered very well how she got the MTV job.
She had stopped by the NBC studios, where she interned
during college (she graduated from NYU with a degree in
broadcast journalism). While she was there, somebody sug·
gested that the newly-graduated Quinn might try to get a
job at the recently started MTV. "Twenty minutes after
that comment, I was in the MTV studios auditioning. Two
days later, I started."
From the start, she said, she loved the job.
"You know, some people have to research, ohh, planaria
blood or something. I have to research 'now is it true that
Carly Simon went out with Cat Stevens and if so what year,
and is he really playing on donavan's record ... '
"I used to be a filing clerk at the· financial aid office at
NYU. I had to alphabetize all these little forms ... forget
about it. I know what it's like to do that. That's the kind of
thing that can really be a drag. Coming to Daytona to talk
about belly flop contests ... that's a great job."
Quinn obviously loves being a vj, but she said she has a
hard time deciding what her favorite thing about her job is.
"Coming to Daytona, various interviews that I do, the
research that I do ... I don't know. That's a hard question to
answer. I guess my favorite thing is just that I have such a
great job.
"The best thing about this job is that I have it!"

·Confetti

Krys Fluker

Jeff Gliclc

Editor

Art Dirl'l'lor
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Marc·h 3 - SC 201
DECLAR·A TION
Morch 10 & 14 - 9:00am - 4:00pm
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. ING BE.GINS
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MAIN CAMPUS
April 1 &2
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BRANCH CAMPUSES
March 31 & April 1
5:00 · 9:00pm
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· Every Tuesday Night is
STUDEnT rtlTE
$1 Admission (with student I.D.)

Help Woodsy

· · Woodsy Owl says
for Clean
Air
Ric;Je a Bike
.
.

Give a hoot..
Don't pollute.

spread

Tuned engines •••
less air p()Uution.

.

the.word.
r:----·- ----,I
1-=:s.:t:.ie'

C~rrway ~il!llJilA ~ ~~ ~@JlJlA,•J~jJtlJ!Jtll.

I ........,, eoior.11>11oot

Conway Plai.a • 4446 Curry Ford Rd., Orlando; FL 3Ul06 • 305/282-3456

,

Professional Typing & Proofreading Service

Call 282·3456 for Showtimes

'"""'----'--.......____

'----

Term papers coming up? Let TYPERIGHT
help. We can get the job done FAST, and at
very low rates . Papers over 40 pages long, only
$1.00 per page. Give us a call and ease your
load. When your grades come out, you'll be
glad you did.

::__ i._

1&1l

L.."""- - - - - - - - ::·.J

We can all beat
inflation ifwe just use our
dollars anCI sense.

86·2-6751
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II
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Mon/Wed/Fri
atllau ,·
3:30,6:30,9:30pm

UNCINSOHIO

ALL

SHOES

TRY U.S!·

ARISTO~RAT\\~\~DESidNs
ALOMA AVE.

~
K-MART

IUent City

•

:ic:~=~~=~e a deat mute murder

nm••

J\duH.L .

Car--roons

a.oecttng Th•"
cartoonists capture the mood and excitement of America during the Great
Depression. 30 min.

II
I
I

L-----------~!~!~£~'!'~~~.:..---!~~!7~-~-------J
. BECAUSE WE TRY HARDER.u
DON'T JUST TALK ABOUT US,

Mon/Wed/Fri at 11: 30afHEWALTER
4 ' 7 . and 1 Opm
WINCHELL FILE

Tues/Thurs at lGao,
2: 30, S: 30, 8 : 30pm

5

Values to 50.

Over 6,000 Pair ·

y2 mi. from NTC Main Gate at new Colonial Promenade

The God1 Of Metal

Academy Award nominee, about the
nuclear arms race &: the people who are
.trying to stop_ it. 30 min.

s 12 • 90

I

.

uN1v. BLvo.

$8 HAIRCUT
.

.

671-HAIR ·

INCLUDES WET CUT • Mon. and Fri. 9 ~ 6
AND BLOW DRY •. Sat. 9 -5
LONGER HAIR EXTRA • Tues. - Thurs. 9 -7 -

UNIVERSITY SQUARE· Next to Jewelry Store)
.

.

"People Express became a $1 billi~n
company in just five years-and a ·
··. model of humane management."
..

.

.

•

•
•

·. · Business Wee~ Magazine ·
•

~erica's

America's media are focusing on
most talked about
company-People Express Airlines, where everyone shares in the
spectacular growth, growing personally and professionally. If you are
a recent coll~ge graduate with solid communication skills and a
strong desire to deliver good service to our customers, the oppor..tunities at People Express will interest you. Start with a base salary
of $9000 a year and potential of an additional $6000+ in our
incentive pay program, while providing in..flight service to our cus ..
tomers-working and leaming your way towards a possible Cus ..
tomer Service Manager position. Send resume to: People Express
Airlines, Inc., Recruiting, 27 Haynes Avenue, Newark, NJ 07114,
Attention: Intern Program.
People's Express Representatives will be at
the Sheraton Airport Hotel on Wednesday, April 2.
Presentations will be given at 9:00 a.m. and 1:00
p.m. Please see Placement Counselors Ron or
Anita for further information.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

•
•

•
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The COUNCIL OF BUSINESS
ORGANIZATIONS

Fresh
Made
Salads

Eal-In

Or
Take-Out

Goldenrod Groves

Presents
the Annual Career/Business Day
orl Wedne.s day, April 2, 1986

Shopping Center

Winter Park

HOURS
9-9
Mon-Sat
12-7 Sun

The purpose of this day is to acquaint all students with various career
opportunities available within the field of business. At 8:30, the morning
.of April 2, there will be a general assembly in the University Theatre. During this assembly the students will hear an overview of the various
business fields. Thereafter, professionals from the business community
will speak on various career topics.
Companies that will be represented
• Central Florida Hotel • Motel
Association
• Hotel Sales• Marketing
Association
• Tenneco
• Westinghouse
• Pepsi Cola Distributors
• Florida Production Engineering.
• Century 21
• Orlando Sentinel
• Florida Bankers Association
• M.G. Lewis Econometrics

5

4270 S.R. 426.
(305) 678-81 .13
ALL MEATS CUT ·
FRESH TO ORDER

at Career Day include the following:
• International Food Service
Association
• Deloitte Haskins Sells
• Duda • Sons
• Internal Revenue Service
• Sea World
• Eckerd Drugs
• E.F. Hutton
• Florida National Banks
• Naval Training Center
• Harris Corporation, Procurement
Systems

BUSINESS DAY BEGINS AT NOON AT LAKE CLAIRE
Business Day is the chance for students to enjoy an afternoon of fun,
food, and frolic while interacting with faculty and business professionals
from throughout the Southeast. Please plan to participate in these impo'rtant events. See you therel
Gene.rel Assemb·ly 8:30
uN1vERs11v THEATRE

a.m.

Sponsored

by Student

BE-AJ THE ·CLOCK
MONDAY ·
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
lO:QO $1.00 DRINKS
· 1·2 50¢ DRINKS

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM

-50 cent DRINKS
FROM 8 TO 10

THE SOUTH'S LARGEST SOURCE FOR COMICS,
FANTASY & WAR GAMING, SCIENCE FICTION, & BLOOM CO .

Government

.

2814 Corrine Drive• 1 Mi. E. of Base~ 896-1701

·wEDNE·SDAY
i.ADIES
NIGHT
.
.

FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY _DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY
LIP· SYNC
COME AND SEE THE AREA'S
ALL-STAR LIP-SYNC ARTISTS.

FRIDAY MIAM.1 .
VICE PARTY· · .·
WATCH THE SHOW ..ON
WIDE SCREEN J;V/.
CONTESTS, PRIZE,S .
& T•SHIRlS .. .-.. ·

SATURDAY NIGHT·
TH.E PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY·
PART-Y·
NO COVER ·
CHARGE 1

--
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Cooperation
counts in
Gung Ho
by Theresa Altomare
Bruce Springsteen sings
about it.
There are . benefit concerts
for it.
Now there is a movie about
it.
What is it?
It is the plight of the
American workers in factories
that are closing down across
the country.
"Oung Ho" is about such a
factory with a unique .twist to
the all-too-familiar story.
The' movie stars Michael
Keaton (Mr. Mom), Gedde
Watanabe (Sixteen Candles),
George Wendt (Cheers), Mimi
Rogers (Paper Dolls).
Director Ron Howard's
latest comedy centers on a
Pennsylvania town where the
major industry for the past 35
years has been the local auto
factory. Now that the factory
has closed, the only people
making money are the U-haul
renters with everyone packing up and leaving town.
Enter Hunt Stevenson
(Michael Keaton), a former
factory foreman who ·is
elected to save the town. · He
goes.to Tokyo to persuade the
Assan Motor company to
reopen the auto factory.
But once the factory is
reopened, the cultural line is
·
clearly drawn.
Gedde Watanabe plays the
Japanese
executive,
Kazahiro, sent over from
Japan with the t.ask of saving
the auto industry in Stevenson's town.
.
But he has a problem. He is
more tuned in to the
American way of life and this
causes many emotional
clashes between him and his
bosses.
"Gung Ho" explores all of
the cultural differences with
such humor that no one could
fault the Japanese for their
ways.
The movie was shot on
several locatfons to give
authenticity to the film. The
first few scenes With Keaton
wandering around in a
bewildered state in Tokyo
were actually filmed in
Tokyo.
Then the company went to
Buenos Aires, Argentina, to
use a local auto factory down
there. The reason why. this
plant was chosen was for its·
availablity.
Finally, the crew moved to
Pittsburgh to film the remaining parts of the film. This was
homecoming for Keaton
since he ~s from Pittsburgh.
Fittingly, the local extras used in these sequences were
often laid-off factory and steel
mill workers.
A surrounding town called
Beaver was used for the
scenes taking place in a river,
in which the Japanese executives perform their morning ablutions. This was certainly not a high point in the
filming because of the highly
questionable sanitation'of the
river.
"Gung Ho" is Ron
Howard's fourth major film
following the success of last
summer's hit "Cocoon."

Askvourfrlends what they like at>Out
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US.Peace Corps.

The tough~t job you'll ever love.

FOl20 Mii.iOi PEOPU,lrS MOllYll THI IAI&

•

Sign up wneraveryou hCM a cnectcJng orsavtngs oa:ount.

•

MOORHEAD·KENNEDY

t;en.tle 'Dental

• Former Iranian Hostage
• State Department
·Negotiator
• Expert on Terrorism

LECTURES:
Tuesday, April 1st

GRADUATING BUSINESS SENIORS!

PRUDENTIAL HAS EXPANDEDIAmerica's largest insurance and financial
service company has opened a new office In South Orlando and has openings
for multi-level agents and registered
representatives. An excellent opportunity
with extensive flnanclal product line, ex.
cellent benefits and training program. For
a confidential Interview, call Mike Richter
at (305) 857-1371.
·

• NOON Student Ctr. Aud.
• 7 PM Engineering Aud.
Sponsored By

~

puc

The Prudential @bl
~

An Equal Opportunity

United Campus Ministries

~mployer
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You can use the American Express~ Card
tickets for your lavorile
groups or arrplane tickets for your vacations. It's the perfect way to pay for all the
little thin~, and the big-ticket items, that
you'll want during college.
• lo buy

How to get the Card
before you graduate.
Because we believe college is the first sign
of success, we've made it easier for you to
get the American Express Card. Graduating
students can get the Card as soon as they
accept a Sl0,000 career-oriented job. If
you're not graduating yet, you can
apply for a special sponsored Card. Look
for student applications on campus.
Or call'l-800-THE-CARD, and tell them
you want a student application.

•

The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it~M
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NOW PLAy THE "ORIGINAL" AIR PISTOL,
CAPTURE-THE-FLAG
. . , GAME.
,.

Special Deals Just for You
at the
McDonald's®
of Union Park

'

,

,,.

.

~·

II

, -~~ of Orlando, Inc.

$2.00 OFF
REGULAR GAME FEE

.

FOR INFORMATION

(with coupon)
& RESERVATIONS

CALL:

298-5694

~--------------------------·
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ONE.OFrfHE YEAR'S
MOST ACCLAIMED FILMS
BEST ACTRESS (NORMA ALEANDRO}
- \ p1, '1<1rl\ hl 1111 11111' ~ ( .1111H" Fil111 IT~11 1·al -l'h1t ago Film l-t·st11·al
·
l o1 1 1 .1~ 1 ·1111 hl111 h·.,t11 .al - '.\li111h11tt1111 Arb

BEST PICTURE
ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST

~--------------------~--~--------,I
FREE BIG MAc~·l SANDWICH
I

with the purchase
of a Big Mac Sandwich.

Cl~h value i /20 ol 1 ~cnl.
Good only at:
McDonald's • of Union P"drk

this coupon and when you buy
one Big Mac® sandwic h, you'11 get th e
second one free. Limit one coupon per
customer, per visit. Please p1 esent
coupon when ordering." Not valid with
any other offer:
Pn~sent

C:A
10413 E.

Hi~hway 50

Union Park. FL :W~l 7

R
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Valid 3/27 /86-4/2/86

Exclusive
Engagement!
At this Theatre:

~"s I

.
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EASTERN FEDERAL

NORTHGATE 4

. LEE ROAD & EDGEWATER DRIVE

299-7340

I

•

Bay one

Pizza ...
Get one
PREE!*

Coupon
Valuable
Pinar Plaza
Location Now
Delivering To
UCF Campus.
Minimal
Delivery Charge
Delivery
From 4p .m .

EAST ORLANDO
734 Goldenrod Rd.
( Pinar Plaza)

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
917 w. 436
CK-mart I Wekiva Square)

275-3806

ORLANDO
2401 W. Oak Ridge Rd.
(Apache Plaza)

ORLANDO
Curry Ford & Crystal Lake
CDover C~nter)

ORLANDO
6096 E. Colonial Dr.
(Home Depot Genter)

855-1973

896-0272

282-0210

862-5099 .

EDGEWOOD
4741 S. Orange Ave..
.
(Ft. Gatlin Shopping Center)

CASSELBERRY
1030 E . Semoran Blvd.
(Goodings Plaza)

ORLANDO
6821 W. Colonial Dr.
(Hiawassee Woods Center)

LONGWOOD
172 Highway 17-92
( 17-92 & 434)

859-0921

339-5020

291-0931

831-3670

==========When you make a pina dis good, one iusf isn't encx9L======:::;:::::==
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The Dollar Saver Cards Are Here
AvailGble·at the Kiosk and
Student Center main desk

SuppOrt these merchants who
support us

21st

ENTURV
T H E A T .R E

2 for 1 admission
740 Bennett Road
Orlando, FL· 32803

896-9332
PEACHES RECORDS & TAPES
10% Off Any Non-Sale LP's
And Cassettes
2901 E. Colonial Drive,
Orlando 894-1700 ~
689 E. St. Rd. 436
Altamonte 331-9525 A1o1a1-.A1o1a1 ......

FLORAL DESIGNS
BY MICHAEL, INC.

WEPDY'S

BOB'S TOWING
24 Hour Towing Service And
Emergency Road Service
1112 N. Semoran Blvd. 273-5880

MOONLITE CLEANERS
University Blvd. & Goldenrod Rd.
10% Discount On Dry Cleaning
677-1119

ALDRICH OPTICAL

Present This Card and Receive A
10% Discount With Every Visit .
Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya
Trail

SUBWAY SANDWICHES
10% Discount For Students, Staff

& Faculty. Tower Place Shopping
Center 281-7540

"Keep That Tan All Year Round"
10% Discount
Tower Place 282-6042

EXPRESS PRESS

PARK CARE COMMUNITY
HEALTH CENTER
11550 University Blvd.
10% Off First Visit, 8 - 8 Daily
282-2044

OFFICE ESSENTIALS

TAN-FASTIQUE
TANNING SALON

Tower Place Shopping Center
10% Discount For Students,
Staff & Faculty
Union Park 277-2949

WE SPECIALIZE IN
CORSAGES AND WEDDINGS
Corner of Hoffner & Conway Rd.
10% Off All Local Orders
Full Service Florist 855-1269

7464 University Blvd.
University at Goldenrod Road
10% Off All Regular Priced
Merchandise 678-2976

TOWER CARDS & GIFTS

1222 E. Colonial Drive
10% Off Wedding
Announcements
896-7177

•
"

CHURCH ST.
STATION

25% Off Regular Prices On Cards
10376 E. Colonial (Tower Place)
282-1026

129 W. Church St.

4H-1434

•

Yll Price Admission
Must Be 21 Years Or Older

~
a::~

~ut~

PIZZA HUT
10% Off At All Times
Good Only At
3900 Alafaya Trail
277-1433

FOOTWEAll •A THlETIC WEAll • AEllOlllC WEAR

·ron PEOPLE WllO CAnE"

Sneakers & Sportswear
Corner of University &
Goldenrod Road
10% Off Regular Priced
Merchandise 67-SPORT

-

MR. WATERBEDS
9318 E. Colonial Dr.
20% Off Any Purchase
Not To Be Used On
Other Specials
277-8222

- --- ----

BURGER KING1>

Aren't You FREE Medium
Hungry 7
Drink With Pur-

•

• • • chase
of Any
Sandwich.
Good
At Any Burger
King Restaurant
. . . .~ In Orange, Sem......
"' inole & Osceola
Counties.

BURGER

KING

-------- -

Sponsored by University of Central Florlda Student Government
Expires 2-28-87
Must &e presented before ordering. Not valid on Special or Sale prices.

•

